Blood & Roses Errata/FAQ v1.2
January 22nd, 2018
For use with rules as printed, available for download from www.gmtgames.com
On the Flight Point Track card, Player Aid card, and Battle Book cover, the "of" in "Men of Iron" is just a
square block. On the Battle Book cover, the "Volume III" is also just a square block.

Counter Errata:
Stanley Gold Command Stripe UH #1 disordered side should be +1, not 0. A replacement was provided in
C3i #31 and in Arquebus.

Map Errata:
On the St. Albans map the road leading off map from 1130 should be "to Dunstable" not "to Dunstaple".
On the Bosworth map the hill should be “Ambion Hill” not “Ambien Hill”.

Battle Book Errata:
Page 23 Tewkesbury map is labeled Blore Heath, it should be Tewkesbury.
Page 36 Table of Contents rather than Credits, it should be Extended Sequence of Play.

Tewkesbury - Optional Setup
King Edward IV’s setup should be
3008-3013
3 Longbow, 1 Handgun, 2 Artillery
3109-3111
2 Dismounted Men-at-Arms, 1 Infantry, Edward IV

Bosworth - Move to Contact scenario
Northumberland's setup should be
2903-3305,
4 Mounted Men-at-Arms, 7 Infantry, Northumberland
3003-3304,
3203-3303

Bosworth - Traditional scenario
Norfolk's setup should be
2105-2708,
6 Longbow, 2 Mounted Men-at-Arms, 3 Infantry, 3 Handgun, 3 Artillery, Norfolk
2205-2707,
2304-2606
King Richard's setup should be
2704-3106,
4 Mounted Men-at-Arms, 7 Infantry, Richard III
2703-3206

Rule Book Errata:
11.3 Third Sentence refers to the Fire Results Table listing DRMs, it should be the DRM for Missile Fire
chart.
Index rather than Fight Points, it should be Flight Points

FAQ
Q: 6.1 Pass says the Time Marker can be moved by Passing and 16.2 says that only a Pass on a Free
Activation can move Time Marker, which is it?
A: Only a Free Activation, 6.1 should be more specific.
Q: What happens if a Treachery Seizure marker is played against an Artillery piece?
A: The Artillery unit is Eliminated as the rumor of Treachery strikes fear into the hearts of the Artillerists
and they run.
Q: Must a Leader Advance or Retreat with a unit it is stacked with?
A: Yes, the Advance and Retreat rules should specify this.
Q: On the Player Aid card the Shock DRM states, "+2 ALL attacking units are attacking through
defender's flank" In the rules description (12.3 Angle of attack) it states, "If ANY attacking units are
attacking through a defender's flank, there is a +2 DRM" So, is it ANY or ALL?
A: In effect it is ALL, because if a defender is attacked through more than one side the +4 DRM kicks in.
The +4 DRM is any two sides. Front and rear, front and any flank, flank and rear, or left and right flank.
Q: At St. Albans, are units that Retreat or Advance across the Ditch also Disordered?
A: Yes, the Ditch rule should specify that crossing the Ditch for any reason Disorders a foot unit, unless
the unit crosses at a Bridge.
Q: (1st St. Albans) Are the Lancastrian Dismounted Men-at-Arms permanently Out of Command, since
there Battle Leader is the King and he is not a normal leader?
A: No, Buckingham is the Battle Leader for that unit, as denoted in the setup diagram by the green
(Buckingham’s) color of the unit. This should have been clearer.
Q: (Blore Heath) When it says a unit can enter the trench from either end, I understand it refers to only
from hexes 5719/5709 right? Does that mean it is considered impassable to move/retreat otherwise?
A: If a unit enters the trench from 5719/5709 or moves along the trench while in a trench hex, the cost is
1, otherwise the cost is 2.
Q: (Blore Heath) I suppose the -1 wagon fire DRM only applies vs units inside the laager, right?
A: Unless otherwise stated, all TEC DRMs are applied only to the target of a Shock/Charge/Missile Fire.
This is spelled out clearly in the Shock/Charge modifiers, but left to you to infer in the Missile Fire
section.
Q: (Tewkesbury) Does the Manor block LOS?
A: Yes, it should be added to the list of terrain that blocks LOS.
Q: Why is there a note in the Bosworth scenario referring to moving artillery through Marsh on a road
when there is no road on the map that goes through the Marsh?
A: At one time the Bog on the map was Marsh and this comment made sense, ignore it.

